
Part 2:
Stellar populations and 

kinematics



Much of our understanding of galaxies from 
the interpretation of the light that arises 
from the stars in the galaxies

Must have solid background in stellar physics 
to understand galaxies!



A review of stellar 
spectra and abundances

Stellar atmospheres
Stellar spectra depend primarily on three 
variables

Effective temperature: by definition,

L is the luminosity, R is the radius, and to first order, 
T~Teff as the emitted spectrum is roughly a blackbody

L ≡ 4πR2T4
eff

[Fe/H] ≡ log10((Fe/H)∗)− log10((Fe/H))$

g ≡ GM

R2

1



Composition: approximately the mean heavy-
element abundance, usually characterized by 
the iron (Fe) abundance relative to hydrogen, 
relative to the sun:

modifies blackbody shape, imposes absorption 
lines

Surface gravity:

sets gas pressure, so ionization balance, 
pressure-broadened lines, and certain molecular 
abundances

L ≡ 4πR2T4
eff

[Fe/H] ≡ log10((Fe/H)∗)− log10((Fe/H))$

g ≡ GM

R2

1

L ≡ 4πR2T4
eff

[Fe/H] ≡ log10((Fe/H)∗)− log10((Fe/H))$

g ≡ GM

R2

1



Morgan-Keenan spectral classes (MK system)
defined by line ratios

OBAFGKM(LT) -> Teff

Luminosity class I-V -> log g

problems:
really only works within x2 of solar abundance

qualitative

discrete steps

no abundance calibration



So we need another method to determine 
temperature, composition, and surface gravity

Temperature indices are a ratio of luminosity 
in two widely-spaced bands, (V-I, V-K, b-y)

calibration: 
stars of known radius and flux give Teff; only 

possible for giants and members of binaries

“semi-empirical” methods, which combine flux 
observations with theoretical stellar atmospheres

Stellar photometric 
systems



Important note: cannot use indices redder 
than V for temperature due to line 
blanketing (varies with [Fe/H] and log g)

Composition indices:
Broad-band indices with at least one band in 
the blue or UV: more atomic lines there

e.g., δ(U-V) or m1

Narrow band indices with one filter centered on 
a single strong atomic line

Low-dispersion spectra (analyzed with, e.g., 
Lick/IDS indices) now supplanting photometry 
except for very large samples



Surface gravity indices:
The Balmer jump is gravity 
sensitive, so U-B vs. a 
temperature index (like B-V or 
V-K) or the Strömgren c1 

index can distinguish dwarfs 
from giants

CN bands at 3800 and 4100 Å 
are gravity sensitive in K stars 
due to mixing along giant 
branch

MgH and Mgb at 5200 Å are 
also sensitive in G-K stars



These systems have problems:
UBVRIJHK photometry works best to determine 
parameters of cool stars (FGK)

Strömgren photometry works best for 
parameters of FG stars

great for temperatures of hotter stars, although no 
composition or surface gravity sensitive indices for 
those stars



High-resolution stellar 
abundances

Of course, we’d like to do this correctly

High-resolution spectroscopy (Δλ<0.1Å) can 
give accurate abundances of many elements, 
and if very carefully applied, temperatures 
and gravities (need many lines and complex 
corrections)

but! abundance systems used by different 
authors still disagree by small amounts

important: all extragalactic abundances are 
calibrated onto local high-res abundance scale---
errors propagate!



Review of stellar 
evolution

Stars evolve!
It is this evolution that we exploit 
in studying the properties of 
galaxies

Our understanding of evolution 
comes from the study of star 
clusters in the MW (and 
sometimes the Small and Large 
Magellanic Clouds)

Basic terminology to the right ->



Open clusters in the 
Disk

Clusters are crucial for 
understanding stellar 
evolution

coeval: all stars formed 
simultaneously

all have same composition

for disk stars, roughly solar 
abundance

all stars at same distance

Disk is still forming stars
wide age range!



Time scales of stellar evolution:

Main sequence lifetime is controlled by 
burning of H->He

The energy produced during this lifetime is  

Per unit mass, this burning produces

So if a mass fraction α of H is burned on the 
main sequence, the energy released is

Therefore the lifetime is

Assuming a mass fraction of 10%, this can be 
rewritten as 
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For main sequence stars, there is a nonlinear 
mass-luminosity relation, where 
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Therefore, in mass units, the lifetime is

a solar-mass star lives for 10 Gyr

a 10 Msun star lives for 60 Myr

Once the star has moved off the main 
sequence, its evolution is dictated by its mass:

at M<5-9Msun, it will become a red giant, then 
a horizontal branch star, then a red giant 
(again), then a planetary nebula, and finally a 
white dwarf

A similar calculation for the horizontal branch 
gives T(HB)~0.1 Gyr, since HB stars are all about 
0.45 Msun
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At higher masses, the star quickly evolves 
through blue and/or red supergiant phases 
and explodes as a (Type II) supernova

!"#$%&'#()*#+#(,)!-.#&,)/0)1%&)2330



Basically, we can think of nucleosynthesis 
occuring in three primary environments

Type II SN: produce α-elements, r- (rapid 
neutron capture) process elements, and some s- 
(slow neutron capture) process elements

Type Ia SN: produce Fe-peak elements

AGN: produce some light elements (N) and some 
s-process elements

Nucleosynthesis 
(roughly!)



Luminosity functions, 
star counts, and 
Malmquist bias



LF of solar 
neighborhood

MV Φ(MV ) δL/Lodot δM/M!
−6 0.0001 2.6 0.005
−5 0.0006 5.1 0.020
−4 0.0029 9.4 0.060
−3 0.013 17.1 0.17
−2 0.05 28.2 0.05
−1 0.25 53.9 1.6

0 1 95.8 4.0
1 3 111 7.4
2 5 64 8.7
3 12 66 17.3
4 17 36 19.4
5 29 25 28.1
6 30 10 24.7
7 29 4.0 21.3
8 33 1.8 21.8
9 42 0.90 24.2

10 70 0.60 35.0
11 90 0.30 36.0
12 127 0.17 36.3
13 102 0.055 20.8
14 102 0.022 16.3
15 127 0.011 16.3
16 102 0.0035 10.5
17 51 0.0007 4.3
18 22 0.0001 1.6
19 13 0.0000 0.7

1

1. Most stars in the solar 
neighborhood are faint
generally KM dwarfs

2. Nearly all visible light 
contributed by most luminous 
stars
A dwarfs, GK giants

3.  Most of mass density comes 
from faint stars
3 < MV < 15

luminosity does not trace mass!



Baade (1944): “incipiently 
resolved” NGC 185, NGC 
205, M32 and bulge of 
M31 into red giant stars

Define two “populations”:
Population I: like the disk 
stars in the MW

Population II: like the 
globular cluster stars in the 
MW

Posited that all galaxies 
have Pop. II; some galaxies 
have Pop. I

The population concept

Population I

Population II



Armed with an understanding of stellar 
evolution, we can begin to understand the 
concept of stellar populations

Population I is the recently formed component 
of star-forming galaxies

Population II is the “old”, metal-poor component 
of galaxies

Because this is too simple, the populations were 
soon expanded to include

“old Population I”

“intermediate” Populations I & II



More generally, we can think of populations 
as groups of stars with similar properties:

abundance patterns (although not necessarily 
same metallicity)

kinematics



Key idea: wide range of ages
0-13 Gyr

but narrow range of composition
MW thin disk: [Fe/H]=-0.7 to +0.3

but! MW thick disk: [Fe/H]=-2.2 to +0.3
although dominant population: [Fe/H]=-1 to +0.3

kinematically cold, rotationally-supported 
structures

Disk population(s)



Spheroid populations

Key idea: old
10-13 Gyr

but! bulge: 8-11 Gyr?

but varies significantly in composition
[Fe/H]=-5 to +0.5

kinematically hot, supported by random 
motions



So why should we care about stellar ages & 
compositions?

ages tell us when various parts of the MW 
formed

compositions tell us
rank-order of star formation:

Z is a relative clock: as t↑, Z↑
rate of enrichment constrains

# of SN -> high-mass IMF

gas within, into, and out of system

abundance ratios constrain

type Ia vs. type II SN numbers (roughly)

rate at which population made stars & heavy elements

theories of nucleosynthesis, stellar evolution, and SN



kinematics add even more information
tells us how various subcomponents were moving 
when stars formed

constrains subsequent dynamical interactions 
that components suffered after stars were 
formed

example: abundance gradients can test 
formation models

strong gradient: traditional collapse model for 
spheroid

stars form and Z increases during spheroid collapse

weak or no gradient:
multiple stellar mergers after star formation 
complete



First, we need to define a coordinate system
x is the direction pointing to the GC

y points in the direction of Galactic rotation

z points towards the North Galactic Pole

A brief introduction to 
Galactic kinematics

x GC

yz
NGP

rot
at
ion

Sun



We define U, V, W as the x, y, z velocities

Now we can define many kinematical 
quantities; most interesting here is the 
velocity dispersion,

Many other quantities of interest:
asymmetric drift (see stellar dynamics section)

vertex deviation

Oort constants A and B

σi ≡ 〈(vi − 〈vi〉)〉1/2

3



Unfortunately, disk clusters not very useful 
as tracers of age and composition of disk for 
populations >6 Gyr

disruption of clusters by tidal field of disk

short evaporation time due to two-body 
relaxation if clusters less massive than globular 
clusters

however, ~45 clusters with reasonable 
parameters show no age-metallicity relation and 
a very weak abundance gradient with Rg

Must resort to studying disk field stars

Ages and composition of 
disk stars



Selection of disk stars

Disk stars are those whose rotation is nearly 
that of the Sun, so space motion can pick out 
these stars

kinematic selection

From kinematically-selected surveys, most 
stars with [Fe/H]>-1 are disk stars

composition selection



The velocity dispersion of 
local MS stars shows a clear 
trend with color

stars with B-V<0.6 or so are 
young

stars with B-V>0.6 are likely 
unevolved GK stars

-> Young stars are confined 
to narrow plane, old stars in 
“thicker” disk

The kinematics of disk 
MS stars

solar motion to calculate values of hvyi relative to the LSR for

our stellar groups, Strömberg’s asymmetric drift equation is found

to be

vy

! "
¼ ¹j2

xx=k; ð21Þ

where k ¼ 80 ! 5 km s¹1 and we have used S2
! 1:14j2

xx.

4.3 The velocity dispersion tensor

We divided the 11 865 stars of our sample into nine bins in B ¹ V

with equal numbers of stars in each bin, and determined j2 as

described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.3. The results are displayed in

Fig. 5 and Table 1. The errors correspond to the 15.7 and 84.3

percentiles (1j error) and have been evaluated via Monte Carlo

sampling assuming a multivariate Gaussian distribution in the j2
ij

with variance evaluated via equation (15). In the upper panel of

Fig. 5 the three diagonal velocity dispersions and hvfi " hvyi þ V0

are plotted versus B ¹ V . Parenago’s discontinuity is visible in all

three jii and hvfi, although, owing to the larger bin size, less clearly

than in Fig. 3 above. The ordering between the diagonal compo-

nents of j2 is the same for all colour bins: jxx > jyy > jzz.

The lower three panels of Fig. 5 show

j0
ij " signðj2

ijÞ

########
jj2

ijj

$
ð22Þ

for the mixed components of the velocity dispersion tensor j2.

Evidently, the mixed moments involving vertical motions vanish

within their errors. This is to be expected for essentially all possible

dynamical configurations of the Milky Way. On the other hand, the

mixed dispersion in the plane, j2
xy, differs significantly from zero,

which is not allowed in a well-mixed axisymmetric Milky Way.

Thus the principal axes of j2 are not aligned with our Cartesian

coordinate frame. We diagonalized the tensor j2 to obtain its

eigenvalues j2
i . The square root of the largest of these as well as

the ratios to the smaller ones are given in Table 1. The ratio

j1=j2 ! 1:6, whereas j1=j3 ! 2:2 with a trend for smaller values

at redder colours.

Also given in Table 1 is the ‘vertex deviation’, commonly used to

parametrize the deviation from dynamical symmetry. This is

392 W. Dehnen and J. J. Binney

! 1998 RAS, MNRAS 298, 387–394

Figure 5. Velocity dispersions for stars in different colour bins. The top

panel shows the mean rotation velocity (negative values imply lagging with

respect to the LSR) and the three main velocity dispersions. In the three

bottom panels j0
ij " signðj2

ijÞ jj2
ijj

1=2 is plotted for the mixed components of

the tensor j2
ij.

Table 1. Eigenvalues of j2 for the nine colour bins and all stars beyond Parenago’s discontinuity

(last row).

bin ðB ¹ VÞ min; max j1 j1=j2 j1=j3 !v

1 ¹0:238 0.139 14:35þ0:49ð0:20Þ
¹0:40ð0:15Þ 1:52þ0:16

¹0:14 2:63þ0:94
¹0:28 30:2þ4:7

¹5:3

2 0.139 0.309 20:17þ0:50ð0:20Þ
¹0:43ð0:20Þ 2:11þ0:13

¹0:28 2:51þ0:83
¹0:10 22:8þ2:8

¹3:0

3 0.309 0.412 22:32þ0:56ð0:15Þ
¹0:47ð0:18Þ 1:89þ0:14

¹0:20 2:40þ0:66
¹0:14 19:8þ3:2

¹3:4

4 0.412 0.472 26:26þ0:80ð0:21Þ
¹0:59ð0:01Þ 1:66þ0:12

¹0:15 2:16þ0:52
¹0:15 10:2þ5:0

¹5:4

5 0.472 0.525 30:37þ0:96ð0:22Þ
¹0:70ð0:21Þ 1:66þ0:13

¹0:15 2:28þ0:77
¹0:18 6:9þ5:1

¹5:3

6 0.525 0.582 32:93þ1:09ð0:22Þ
¹0:75ð0:21Þ 1:51þ0:13

¹0:12 2:19þ0:64
¹0:19 1:9þ6:0

¹6:1

7 0.582 0.641 37:64þ1:37ð0:23Þ
¹0:94ð0:23Þ 1:61þ0:07

¹0:18 1:78þ0:48
¹0:04 10:2þ5:6

¹6:0

8 0.641 0.719 38:13þ0:71ð0:23Þ
¹0:31ð0:22Þ 1:60þ0:10

¹0:15 1:84þ0:42
¹0:08 7:6þ5:9

¹6:0

9 0.719 1.543 37:20þ1:41ð0:16Þ
¹0:93ð0:15Þ 1:44þ0:12

¹0:12 2:04þ0:61
¹0:16 13:1þ6:7

¹7:6

— 0.610 1.543 37:91þ0:79ð0:20Þ
¹0:63ð0:20Þ 1:54þ0:07

¹0:09 1:86þ0:21
¹0:08 10:3þ3:9

¹3:9

j1, j2, j3 are the roots of the largest, middle and smallest eigenvalues of the velocity dispersion tensor

j2. !v is the vertex deviation (equation 23). Units are mag, km s¹1 and degrees for B ¹ V, ji and !v

respectively. The errors given correspond to the 15.7 and 84.3 percentiles, i.e. 1j error. The maximum

deviations resulting from a systematic error of 0:1 mas in the parallaxes are given in brackets (only for

j1; for all other quantities listed the deviations are neglible compared with the uncertainties).



Classic study: Edvardsson et al. (1993)

Selected 189 FG disk stars from Strömgren 
photometry

β (=Hβ) index gives Teff

c1 gives log g

m1 gives crude [Fe/H]

combining these three indices with evolution 
models, gives age for each star

Then determined detailed abundances from 
high-resolution spectroscopy

Abundances of disk 
stars



Results

Over span of disk 
abundances, α-elements 
fall rapidly compared with 
Fe-peak elements

due to increasing 
importance of SN Ia 
relative to SN II during disk 
nucleosynthesis

s-process elements have 
large scatter but basically 
constant
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But is this a function 
of time?

Probably true for α-
elements, s-process 
elements

Difficult to tell for Fe-
peak elements

dispersion large at all 
[Fe/H]

selection function of 
stars biased against 
old, metal-rich stars

could also be radial 
gradient
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A radial gradient in 
SFR?

By tracing [α/Fe] abundance 
as function of galactocentric 
radius, Edvardsson et al. find 
clear radial gradient

inner stars are also older

suggests gradient in SN II 
rate and therefore SFR

inner galaxy was more efficient 
at making (high-mass) stars 
than outer galaxy
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But is there an age-metallicity 
relation for the disk?

From an analysis of a 
much larger sample 
(but only photometric 
abundances), Feltzing 
et al. (2001) claim NO 
relation

old, metal-rich stars 
are too cool to be 
selected

918 S. Feltzing et al.: The solar neighbourhood age-metallicity relation – Does it exist?

Fig. 10. The age-metallicity plot of all stars
with στ/τ ≤ 0.5 and MV < 4.4. 5828 stars
were included.

Fig. 11. The age-metallicity diagram for all
stars with στ/τ ≤ 0.5, MV < 4.4, and E(b −
y) < 0.005. 716 stars were included.

stars in a lower temperature range, 3.83 ≥ log Teff > 3.8.
There is still a strong correlation between age and metal-
licity. If this was the stellar sample we had selected for
a study of the age-metallicity relation we would derive
a rather steep and strong correlation between age and
metallicity. This is basically a late F star sample.

Figure 13c and d show perhaps the most interesting
selection effects. Figure 13c is essentially a sample cen-
tered around spectral class G0, 3.8 ≥ log Teff > 3.77, while
Fig. 13d shows the same stars but also adds cooler G dwarf
stars, 3.8 ≥ log Teff > 3.75. If the first sample had been
our chosen stars we would derive a fairly strong one-to-one

relation between age and metallicity. If the larger sam-
ple was added, the scatter would have been increased, al-
though the error in the mean would be lower as more stars
were added, and a somewhat shallower age-metallicity re-
lation derived.

Finally, Fig. 13e shows all stars cooler than log Teff =
3.75. This includes not only dwarfs, compare the HR-
diagram, but also the brightest evolved stars discussed
in the first paragraph of this section. These stars all have
young ages and are tracers of a stellar population, i.e.
stars earlier than ∼F0, that is excluded from this study
due to the limitations of the calibration of Teff . These stars



Are there two disks?

Gilmore & Reid (1983) 
counted stars towards 
the SGP and found 
that, for MS stars 
fainter than MV=3.5, 
the density profile of 
the disk was not a 
“pure exponential”
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A thick disk

So what?  Does the disk have to have an 
exponential profile?

no...

...but there are striking differences in the 
composition and kinematics of the “thick disk” 
population

Edvardsson et al. find velocity dispersions of 
stars with t>10 Gyr (on their scale) and [Fe/H]<
-0.4 twice those of thick disk stars



Thick disk abundances

In a sample of 10 
thick disk stars, 
Prochaska et al. 
(2000) find

α-elements enhanced

s-process solar

r-process enhanced

Thick disk appears to 
be distinct galactic 
component

2530 PROCHASKA ET AL. Vol. 120

FIG. 7.ÈSolar-corrected [Ti/Fe] abundance ratios vs. [Fe/H] metal-
licity for the 10 thick disk stars. The observations show a clear enhance-
ment yet no trend with metallicity. The dashed line at [Ti/Fe] \ 0
indicates the solar meteoritic Ti/Fe ratio.

for the 10 thick disk stars. All of the observations are consis-
tent with a single-valued enhancement, S[Ti/Fe]T \
0.29 ^ 0.02, and there is no indication of a trend with metal-
licity. The latter observation contradicts the general picture
described by Si and Ca.

5.2.2. Oxygen, Magnesium, Sulfur
For our choice of observational setup the forbidden O I

j6300 line lies within the inter-order gaps of HIRES. There-
fore, we rely on the triplet of O I lines at j B 7775 whichA! ,
have very high excitation potential and are very sensitive to
the e†ective temperature (Tables 5 and 6) and non-LTE
e†ects. We account for CO, CH, and OH molecule forma-
tion in deriving our Ðnal oxygen abundances which leads to
an enhancement of B]0.025 dex over the abundance
derived without molecules. For the Sun, adopting the labor-
atory gf-values from Beveridge & Sneden (1994) and Butler
& Zeippen (1991) we Ðnd a median v(O) value of [O/H] \
]0.10 dex with very small scatter. Given the large uncer-
tainty associated with using the O I triplet for an oxygen
abundance analysis, the agreement between our solar
analysis and the meteoritic value is surprisingly good.
Figure 8 plots the [O/Fe]-values for the thick disk stars
against the stellar metallicity without the solar-correction.
We do not apply the solar-correction here because we
believe the uncertainty in the solar measurement from the
O I triplet is at least as large as 0.1 dex and therefore we
would be more likely to introduce an error in the Ðnal
abundances. The error bars reÑect the scatter in the individ-
ual measurements for each star which in each case is signiÐ-
cantly smaller than the uncertainties from the atmospheric
parameters. In particular, even a 50 K error in results inTeffnearly a 0.1 dex uncertainty in [O/Fe]. We point out,
however, that with the exception of the most metal-poor
star, the spectroscopic are at least as high as theTeffÈvalues
photometric values, implying if anything that we have
underestimated the [O/Fe] ratios. Examining the Ðgure,
one notes that the majority of stars exhibit enhanced
[O/Fe] abundances with tentative evidence for an increas-
ing oxygen abundance at lower metallicity. The two stars
with the highest metallicity, however, have nearly solar
oxygen abundance. It will be imperative in the future for us

FIG. 8.ÈStandard (uncorrected) [O/Fe] abundance ratios vs. [Fe/H]
metallicity for the 10 thick disk stars. The observations show a clear
enhancement and a likely trend with metallicity. Note the error bars only
reÑect the scatter in the v(O)-values derived from the three O I lines at
j B 7775 for which the systematic uncertainties are very signiÐcantA!
([0.1 dex). The dashed line at [O/Fe] \ 0 indicates the solar meteoritic
O/Fe ratio.

to improve on the oxygen measurements, either through the
forbidden O I [6300] line or perhaps the near-IR OH lines.

As noted in ° 3.4, measurements of magnesium are partic-
ularly important because Mg is a signiÐcant contributor of
electrons in the stellar atmospheres of our stars. Unfor-
tunately, there are very few Mg I lines with reported gf-
values that we do not Ðnd saturated. Therefore, we are
compelled to include a few lines with solar gf-values taken
from the literature (Edvardsson et al. 1993 ; McWilliam et
al. 1995b). In general, we Ðnd good agreement between the
various lines and have reasonable conÐdence in our results.
Figure 9 plots the [Mg/Fe]-values versus [Fe/H] for the 10
program stars. We observe enhanced Mg in every case,
S[Mg/Fe]T \ ]0.37 ^ 0.02, with no suggestion of a trend
with metallicity. It should be noted, however, that the Mg
results for the two most metal-poor stars are derived from a
di†erent set of Mg I lines than the other stars. Given the

FIG. 9.ÈStandard (uncorrected) [Mg/Fe] abundance ratios vs. [Fe/H]
metallicity for the 10 thick disk stars. The observations show a clear
enhancement and no trend with metallicity. The dashed line at
[Mg/Fe] \ 0 indicates the solar meteoritic Mg/Fe ratio.
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FIG. 7.ÈSolar-corrected [Ti/Fe] abundance ratios vs. [Fe/H] metal-
licity for the 10 thick disk stars. The observations show a clear enhance-
ment yet no trend with metallicity. The dashed line at [Ti/Fe] \ 0
indicates the solar meteoritic Ti/Fe ratio.

for the 10 thick disk stars. All of the observations are consis-
tent with a single-valued enhancement, S[Ti/Fe]T \
0.29 ^ 0.02, and there is no indication of a trend with metal-
licity. The latter observation contradicts the general picture
described by Si and Ca.

5.2.2. Oxygen, Magnesium, Sulfur
For our choice of observational setup the forbidden O I

j6300 line lies within the inter-order gaps of HIRES. There-
fore, we rely on the triplet of O I lines at j B 7775 whichA! ,
have very high excitation potential and are very sensitive to
the e†ective temperature (Tables 5 and 6) and non-LTE
e†ects. We account for CO, CH, and OH molecule forma-
tion in deriving our Ðnal oxygen abundances which leads to
an enhancement of B]0.025 dex over the abundance
derived without molecules. For the Sun, adopting the labor-
atory gf-values from Beveridge & Sneden (1994) and Butler
& Zeippen (1991) we Ðnd a median v(O) value of [O/H] \
]0.10 dex with very small scatter. Given the large uncer-
tainty associated with using the O I triplet for an oxygen
abundance analysis, the agreement between our solar
analysis and the meteoritic value is surprisingly good.
Figure 8 plots the [O/Fe]-values for the thick disk stars
against the stellar metallicity without the solar-correction.
We do not apply the solar-correction here because we
believe the uncertainty in the solar measurement from the
O I triplet is at least as large as 0.1 dex and therefore we
would be more likely to introduce an error in the Ðnal
abundances. The error bars reÑect the scatter in the individ-
ual measurements for each star which in each case is signiÐ-
cantly smaller than the uncertainties from the atmospheric
parameters. In particular, even a 50 K error in results inTeffnearly a 0.1 dex uncertainty in [O/Fe]. We point out,
however, that with the exception of the most metal-poor
star, the spectroscopic are at least as high as theTeffÈvalues
photometric values, implying if anything that we have
underestimated the [O/Fe] ratios. Examining the Ðgure,
one notes that the majority of stars exhibit enhanced
[O/Fe] abundances with tentative evidence for an increas-
ing oxygen abundance at lower metallicity. The two stars
with the highest metallicity, however, have nearly solar
oxygen abundance. It will be imperative in the future for us

FIG. 8.ÈStandard (uncorrected) [O/Fe] abundance ratios vs. [Fe/H]
metallicity for the 10 thick disk stars. The observations show a clear
enhancement and a likely trend with metallicity. Note the error bars only
reÑect the scatter in the v(O)-values derived from the three O I lines at
j B 7775 for which the systematic uncertainties are very signiÐcantA!
([0.1 dex). The dashed line at [O/Fe] \ 0 indicates the solar meteoritic
O/Fe ratio.

to improve on the oxygen measurements, either through the
forbidden O I [6300] line or perhaps the near-IR OH lines.

As noted in ° 3.4, measurements of magnesium are partic-
ularly important because Mg is a signiÐcant contributor of
electrons in the stellar atmospheres of our stars. Unfor-
tunately, there are very few Mg I lines with reported gf-
values that we do not Ðnd saturated. Therefore, we are
compelled to include a few lines with solar gf-values taken
from the literature (Edvardsson et al. 1993 ; McWilliam et
al. 1995b). In general, we Ðnd good agreement between the
various lines and have reasonable conÐdence in our results.
Figure 9 plots the [Mg/Fe]-values versus [Fe/H] for the 10
program stars. We observe enhanced Mg in every case,
S[Mg/Fe]T \ ]0.37 ^ 0.02, with no suggestion of a trend
with metallicity. It should be noted, however, that the Mg
results for the two most metal-poor stars are derived from a
di†erent set of Mg I lines than the other stars. Given the

FIG. 9.ÈStandard (uncorrected) [Mg/Fe] abundance ratios vs. [Fe/H]
metallicity for the 10 thick disk stars. The observations show a clear
enhancement and no trend with metallicity. The dashed line at
[Mg/Fe] \ 0 indicates the solar meteoritic Mg/Fe ratio.
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FIG. 17.ÈSolar-corrected [Cu/Fe] abundance ratios vs. [Fe/H] metal-
licity for the 10 thick disk stars. With the exception of the most metal-poor
star, all of the stars exhibit solar Cu/Fe ratios and there is no signiÐcant
trend with metallicity. The dashed line at [Cu/Fe] \ 0 indicates the solar
meteoritic Cu/Fe ratio.

estimate the true uncertainty in [Zn/Fe] which is domi-
nated by the error in (^0.03 for *T \ 50 K). Figure 18Teffgives the [Zn/Fe]-values for the 10 thick disk stars versus
[Fe/H]. Three of the stars exhibit Zn/Fe-values consistent
with the solar ratio, yet the majority are enhanced relative
to solar with two stars showing enhancements of B]0.2
dex. The mean enhancement is S[Zn/Fe]T \ 0.093 ^ 0.0
25, which is larger than the value reported by Sneden et al.
(1991). While the enhancement may be unique to thick disk
stars, there are also indications of an overabundance of Zn
in very metal-poor stars (Johnson 1999). Given the tremen-
dous impact of this ratio on studies in the damped Lya
systems, it will be very important to repeat a survey similar
to Sneden et al. (1991) with more accurate Fe abundances
and modern model atmospheres. It is worth noting that an
overestimate in of 100 K (as might be the case for theTeffmajority of our stars), would imply an increase in the
[Zn/Fe] abundances by 0.06È0.08 dex implying a mean
[Zn/Fe] enhancement of ]0.15È0.17 dex.

FIG. 18.ÈSolar-corrected [Zn/Fe] abundance ratios vs. [Fe/H] metal-
licity for the 10 thick disk stars. The majority of stars show enhanced
Zn/Fe and there is no trend with metallicity. The dashed line at
[Zn/Fe] \ 0 indicates the solar meteoritic Zn/Fe ratio.

5.5. Heavy Elements Ba, Y, Eu
Unfortunately, due to the lack of available absorption

lines we have only been able to obtain abundance measure-
ments for three heavy elements : Ba, Y, and Eu. These abun-
dances are derived from very few lines and are poorly
constrained. Nonetheless, they provide tentative insight
into the relative importance of the r and s processes in these
thick disk stars.

While barium can be synthesized through both the s and
r processes, it is believed that the solar system composition
is B90% s process (Kappeler et al. 1990) and one expects
barium to be synthesized primarily via the s process in
metal-poor stars. Our spectra include coverage of four Ba II

lines : jj4554, 5853, 6141, 6496. The Ðrst absorption line is
heavily saturated for all of the thick disk stars so the
analysis focuses only on the latter three for which we adopt
gf-values from McWilliam (1998). Because barium su†ers
from signiÐcant hyperÐne splitting, we carefully calculated
hfs corrections with the hfs lines presented in Table 18 taken
from McWilliam (1998). For the hfs corrections we have
adopted an r-process isotopic composition and we note that
the s-process composition increase v(Ba) by less than 0.03
dex. For the solar analysis, j6141 was too saturated to
provide an accurate correction. Furthermore, we estimate
the correction for j6496 to be very large, perhaps the result
of an unidentiÐed blend. In terms of the thick disk abun-
dance analysis, the solar-correction analysis leads to a
decrease in the typical [Ba/Fe] value by 0.17 dex. Figure 19
plots the standard and solar-corrected values which yield
mean values S[Ba/Fe]T \ 0.093 ^ 0.024 and S[Ba/Fe]T \
[0.077 ^ 0.017 respectively. The o†set between the two is
large and worrisome. Our best interpretation of the overall
results is that the stars exhibit nearly solar Ba/Fe although
a further investigation is warranted. For the discussion in
the following section, we will use the uncorrected barium
abundances as we fear the solar analysis introduces too
large an uncertainty.

Previous analyses on yttrium (Zhao & Magain 1991 ;
Gratton & Sneden 1994) have demonstrated a mild metal-

FIG. 19.ÈSolar-corrected (times cross) and standard (plus sign) [Ba/Fe]
abundance ratios vs. [Fe/H] metallicity for the 10 thick disk stars. The
observations show a mild enhancement which we do not believe is sta-
tistically signiÐcant (see the text). The dashed line at [Ba/Fe] \ 0 indicates
the solar meteoritic Ba/Fe ratio.
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licity dependence of [Y/Fe] with [Fe/H] where metal-poor
stars show mildly deÐcient Y. These studies focused on Y II

lines which are plentiful and for which a reasonably large
database of gf-values exist (Hannaford et al. 1982). While we
observed B10 Y II lines for each star, almost every line
su†ers from signiÐcant line blending. Therefore the Ðnal
Y/Fe abundance measurements are based on only 1[3
clean Y II lines. Because the solar-corrected analysis further
reduces the number of lines considered and does not give
signiÐcantly di†erent results from the standard analysis, we
present the uncorrected [Y/Fe]-values in Figure 20. All of
the Y/Fe-values are consistent with the solar ratio and we
observe no trend with metallicity. Note that the high
[Y/Fe] measurement from G97-15 was derived from a
single Y II line which is partially blended.

Europium is predominantly synthesized through the r
process. Because the r process takes place almost exclu-
sively in Type II SN, Eu should trace other elements formed
primarily through Type II SN (i.e., the a-elements). Unfor-
tunately, the observational challenge for a europium abun-
dance analysis in the thick disk stars is severe. While we
have coverage of Eu II j6437, it was too weak to reliably
measure. Furthermore, the Eu II j6645 line lies at the red
edge of our setup and could be measured only in those stars
with geocentric velocity v \ 60 km s~1. Finally, the Eu II

j6645 line is very weak and given that it is found near the
end of a spectral order, its equivalent width is particularly
uncertain : We Ðnd [Eu/H] B ]0.1 basedp(Wj) [ 3 mA! .
on a solar analysis of j6645 but consider this value to be
unreliable. Therefore we present the standard results in
Figure 21 and warn that they may be systematically high by
B0.1 dex. We observe Eu to be signiÐcantly enhanced in
these stars, S[Eu/Fe]T \ 0.47 ^ 0.05. Unfortunately, there
are too few measurements from our sample to meaningfully
comment on any trend in [Eu/Fe].

5.6. Summary
Table 19 provides a summary of the abundance measure-

ments for the thick disk sample. Column (1) lists element X,
column (2) details the number of stars (N) with measure-
ments of X, column (3) gives the mean [X/Fe] ratio x6 ,
column (4) is the error in the mean column (5) marksp(x6 ),
whether the abundances were corrected by the solar

FIG. 20.ÈStandard (uncorrected) [Y/Fe] abundance ratios vs. [Fe/H]
metallicity for the 10 thick disk stars. All of the observations are consistent
with the solar ratio. The dashed line at [Y/Fe] \ 0 indicates the solar
meteoritic Y/Fe ratio.

FIG. 21.ÈStandard (uncorrected) [Eu/Fe] abundance ratios vs. [Fe/H]
metallicity for the four stars with wavelength coverage of the Eu II j6645.
All of the observations are signiÐcantly enhanced above the solar ratio.
The dashed line at [Eu/Fe] \ 0 indicates the solar meteoritic Eu/Fe ratio.

analysis (x), column (6) indicates whether we believe a
trend of [X/Fe] with [Fe/H] metallicity is likely, and
column (7) provides additional comments. Forgoing a
formal error analysis to future papers, the error in the mean
merely represents the reduced standard deviation : p(x6 ) \
p/(N[1)1@2. This value is more representative than the
formal statistical error given the many systematic uncer-
tainties involved in measuring the abundance of a given
star. We warn, however, that systematic errors which a†ect
all of the measurementsÈgf o†sets, errors in the Kurucz
atmospheres, etc.Èmay exceed the p(x6 )-values.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1. Comparisons with Other Stellar Populations
In the previous section, we presented an element-by-

element account of the abundances for the thick disk stars
o†ering comparisons between our results and previous
work. In this section we will contrast the elemental abun-

TABLE 19

ABUNDANCE SUMMARY

X N x6 p(x6 ) Trend Appa

O . . . . . . . . 10 0.488 0.056 Y
Na . . . . . . 10 0.101 0.017 N x
Mg . . . . . . 10 0.371 0.017 N
Al . . . . . . . 9 0.334 0.028 N x
Si . . . . . . . . 10 0.172 0.021 ? x
S . . . . . . . . 9 0.111 0.075 ? x
Ca . . . . . . 10 0.197 0.020 Y x
Sc . . . . . . . 10 0.131 0.025 ? x
Ti . . . . . . . 10 0.290 0.021 N x
V . . . . . . . . 9 0.216 0.020 N x
Cr . . . . . . . 10 0.000 0.011 N x
Mn . . . . . . 10 [0.175 0.025 Y x
Co . . . . . . 9 0.123 0.015 N x
Ni . . . . . . . 10 0.021 0.007 N x
Cu . . . . . . 10 0.000 0.037 Y x
Zn . . . . . . 10 0.093 0.025 N x
Y . . . . . . . . 10 0.043 0.026 N
Ba . . . . . . . 10 0.094 0.024 N
Eu . . . . . . 4 0.475 0.046 N

a The solar symbol in the last column marks those ele-
ments for which a solar-correction was applied.



An age-metallicity relation 
for the thick disk?

Bensby et al. (2004) have 
recently claimed from a 
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unlike the thin disk, the 
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age-metallicity relation
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formation?
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 4 but using TD/D > 10.

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 5 but using TD/D > 10.

all stars with VLSR > −50 km s−1 have been excluded. These
CMDs clearly show that the stars centered on [Fe/H] = −0.4
form on average a younger population that the stars centered
around [Fe/H] = −0.7.

Thus we again find an AMR to be present in the thick disk.

6. Discussion

From a spectroscopist’s point of view there is now mounting
evidence that the stars that today have kinematics that we as-
sociate with the thick disk show elemental abundance trends
that are distinct from those seen in stars on solar-type orbits
(thin disk). A recent review can be found in Nissen (2003). Our
own results have been published in Feltzing et al (2003a,b) and
Bensby et al. (2003, 2004), see also Fig. 9. These observations
appear to point to some homogeneity in the chemical enrich-
ment process that proceeded the formation of the stars that we
today associate with the thick disk.

Our new result, that there is a possible age-metallicity re-
lation in the thick disk, adds a further dimension. The results
indicate that star formation continued up to 5 billion years in
the population we identify as the thick disk.

The observational properties and a standard interpretation
for the chemical evolution of the thick disk is the following:
the abundance trends for the thick disk are well-defined and
show large α-enhancements at a constant value for metallicities
below [Fe/H]≈−0.4. This is normally interpreted as that the
star formation was intense and that massive stars were the main
contributors to the chemical enrichment. At higher [Fe/H] the
α-enhancement starts to decline toward solar values. This is
typical for what happens when long-lived low-mass stars start
to contribute to the chemical enrichment through the explosion
of SN Ia. The SN Ia mainly produce iron peak elements and
none or only little of the α-elements which results in a lowering
of the [α/Fe] ratio (compare e.g. Fig. 8.6 in Pagel 1997).

The time at which the decline starts is not only a function
of the lifetime of SN Ia but also of the SN Ia rate. The exact
model, and hence lifetime for SN Ia, is still debated. The two
most probable scenarios are a double or a single degenerate
system consisting of either two white dwarfs or a white dwarf
and a red giant. In the latter case the life time is set by the main
sequence lifetime of the star that becomes the red giant, while
in the first case the lifetime for the system prior to becoming su-
pernova is set by the time it takes the two white dwarfs to spiral
in and coalesce, and hence it depends on the initial separation
and could be longer than the Hubble time. For a recent, in-
depth discussion of these issues see Livio (2001). Furthermore,
the population synthesis of the SN Ia progenitors does, in gen-
eral, not agree too well with the observed frequencies of possi-
ble progenitor systems (see Livio 2001, and references therein).
This means that any interpretation of our α-abundance trends
in terms of a minimum timescale for the star formation period
in the thick disk will be rather complex (see also Fig. 5.7 in
Matteucci 2001).

However, our investigation of the relation between ages,
metallicities, and elemental abundances for stars with typical
thick disk kinematics points to a conclusion that the SN Ia
rate peaked after a few (∼3–4) billion years. We also note that
the observed abundance trends are tight (compare the oxygen
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Globular cluster ages
Main-sequence fitting 
results

Monte Carlo estimate: 95% 
confidence level of 10.6-16 
Gyr, peak at 12.2 Gyr (Krauss 
& Chaboyer 2003)

But what is the true age 
dispersion?

Salaris & Weiss (2002):

clusters coeval when [Fe/H]<
-1.5

age spread at -1.5<[Fe/H]<-0.7

declining ages at [Fe/H]>-0.7
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the absolute ages (in Gyr) as function
of [Fe/H] (upper panel) and Rgc (lower panel). Filled circles
correspond to clusters in the R99 sample, while open squares
denote the remaining ones.

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, but assuming the ZW84 [Fe/H] scale for
the clusters instead of the CG97 one in the previous figure.

in our sample. When deriving errors in age differences
within the same metallicity group, we have just to take
into account the error coming from the use of ∆(V − I) as
the relative age indicator, without adding the contribution
of the error in the absolute age of the template cluster (as
is done in Table 1), because for typical absolute age errors

of ±1 Gyr, the differential properties of ∆(V − I) as a
function of metallicity and age are negligibly affected.

For the pair NGC 288-NGC 362 we obtain an age dif-
ference of 2.6 ± 1.5 Gyr (NGC 288 being older), in good
agreement with the results by Bellazzini et al. (2001), but
in contrast to SW97, where the two clusters appeared to
be coeval. The reason for this change lies in the new pho-
tometric data. According to the simulations by Catelan
et al. (2001), this age difference, coupled with the abso-
lute ages we obtain and the use of the CG97 [Fe/H] scale,
can explain the overall different HB morphology; however,
canonical HB models appear unable to reproduce the de-
tailed morphology of the red end of NGC 288 HB (Catelan
et al. 2001).

In case of M 3-M 13 we obtain a difference of 0.6 ±
1.0 Gyr (M13 older), much less significant than the 1.7±
0.7 Gyr as obtained by Rey et al. (2001) from their BV
photometry. M 13 was not contained in our previous work.
The same negligible age difference we obtain from the ∆V
values derived by R99; it seems therefore that the discrep-
ancy between our and Rey et al. (2001) result is due to
real differences in the photometric data, and not to the
use of different passbands for the TO-RGB colour differ-
ences and inconsistency in the colours of the theoretical
isochrones. Problems with the calibration of the photom-
etry may possibly lead to this kind of discrepancy. Rey
et al. (2001) noticed, for example, that their derived fidu-
cial line for M 13 agrees well with those obtained by Richer
& Fahlman (1986) and Yim et al. (2000), but differs in the
main sequence and subgiant branch region from the fidu-
cial by Paltrinieri et al. (1998).

It is also interesting to notice that Arp 2 and Rup 106
do not appear much younger than the bulk of the clusters
at their metallicity; the reason why Buonanno et al. (1998)
found higher age differences is mainly the fact that their
adopted clusters’ absolute ages are higher. As discussed
in detail in, e.g., Pulone et al. (1998), lower absolute ages
imply smaller age differences for a given observed distribu-
tion of ∆V , ∆(B−V ) or ∆(V −I) values. As discussed in
SW98 there are preliminary indications that Rup 106 and
also Pal 12 may not show α-element enhancement. In this
case, their ages displayed in Table 1 should be increased
by about 1 Gyr.

To highlight the effect of the present uncertainties in
the [Fe/H] scale, we have also derived ages, as a test, by
using the [Fe/H] values given by Rutledge et al. (1997) on
the ZW84 scale (internal accuracy again of the order of
0.10 dex), complemented, if needed, by data in the origi-
nal ZW84 paper or coming from other spectral indices cal-
ibrated on the ZW84 scale. In this case the [Fe/H] range
spanned by our sample is larger than the CG97 scale.
We have therefore divided the sample into 5 groups, hav-
ing as template clusters M 15 (−2.3 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −2.0),
NGC 6656 (−1.99 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −1.7), M 3 (−1.69 ≤
[Fe/H] ≤ −1.4), NGC 6171 (−1.39 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −0.9) and
47 Tuc (−0.89 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −0.5). Figure 4 shows the age
distribution resulting from the AM-method as a function
of [Fe/H] and Rgc, when using the ZW84 [Fe/H] scale.



Age spread & the “second-
parameter” problem

Second-parameter problem: 
clusters of same abundance have 
different horizontal-branch 
morphologies

possible causes
stochastic variable mass-loss (why?)

rotation effects (why?)

age differences

Lee, Demarque & Zinn (1994): 

red HB->larger envelope mass->younger

blue HB->smaller envelope mass-> older
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Figure 5b. The mean di†erences are 0.019 ^ 0.019 and
0.009 ^ 0.014 in V and B[V , respectively. We conclude
that there are no signiÐcant systematic zero-point di†er-
ences between our photometry and others.

3. COLOR-MAGNITUDE DIAGRAMS

For the Ðnal photometric list, we selected stars with a
detection on at least three frames in each band, error in the
B and V magnitudes of less than 0.05 mag, and a mean
value of s (quality of the PSF Ðt to the stellar image
returned by DAOPHOT II) less than 2. Figure 6 shows our
V , B[V CMDs for the M3 and M13, respectively, rep-
resenting stars used in our analysis. All the long-exposure
data for the southwestern Ðeld of M3 and M13 were
included except saturated, bright RGB stars that were
recovered from the short-exposure data. However, in the
case of the western Ðeld data, the following selection criteria
were adopted to have the best deÐnitions of the CMD

FIG. 6.È(V , B[V ) CMDs for M3 (top) and M13 (bottom). See the text
for the adopted selection criteria that provide the best deÐnitions of the
CMD sequences.

branches, since crowding worsens the quality of the
photometry in the inner cluster region. We included only
stars with V \ 18 mag from the medium-exposure data of
M3. For the sparsely populated bright RGB and SGB of
M13, we added medium- and short-exposure photometry
for the relatively bright stars (V \ 18.7, B[V [ 0.3) in the
outer part of the CCD frame (Y [ 700 pixel) to help deÐne
the sequences more accurately. In order to represent the HB
blue tail of M13, which extends to about the MSTO
magnitude, we include all medium-exposure data with
B[V \ 0.3. Note that the CMD of M13 is being used here
to understand the morphology of the CMD and does not
accurately represent the population ratios of stars in di†er-
ent evolutionary stages. The color-magnitude data for M3
and M13 are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. In
each table, most data are taken from the southwestern Ðeld,
while 5000 series identiÐcations are from the western Ðeld.

Both our M3 and M13 CMDs extend to about 3.5 mag
fainter than the MSTO. All the cluster sequences that we
are particularly interested in (the lower RGB, SGB, MS,
and MSTO) are signiÐcantly well deÐned, allowing us to
derive the cluster parameters accurately. Our CMDs show
the similar quality and overall morphology with those of
previous investigators (e.g., JB98) but include more stars in
all the cluster sequences. Although there is a paucity of stars
in the brightest RGB and asymptotic giant branch regions

TABLE 1

CCD PHOTOMETRY FOR M3

ID x y V p
V

B[V p(B~V)
1 . . . . 1467.63 1106.58 11.406 0.005 0.702 0.007
2 . . . . 644.02 26.79 12.853 0.004 1.426 0.006
3 . . . . 241.15 354.39 14.047 0.003 0.664 0.005
4 . . . . 285.23 1191.12 14.165 0.003 1.024 0.005
5 . . . . 1559.35 1816.76 14.840 0.003 0.804 0.005
6 . . . . 400.20 1052.79 15.180 0.003 1.119 0.005
7 . . . . 286.05 484.68 15.349 0.003 0.851 0.005
8 . . . . 313.97 470.24 15.392 0.006 0.389 0.008
9 . . . . 99.29 227.80 15.415 0.005 0.550 0.007
10 . . . 835.15 1745.64 15.540 0.006 0.820 0.008

NOTE.ÈTable 1 is available in its entirety in the electronic edition of the
Astronomical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its
form and content.

TABLE 2

CCD PHOTOMETRY FOR M13

ID x y V p
V

B[V p(B~V)
1 . . . . 466.76 880.00 14.242 0.005 0.573 0.007
2 . . . . 322.68 1512.17 14.308 0.004 0.889 0.006
3 . . . . 144.05 115.67 14.503 0.004 0.844 0.006
4 . . . . 1373.81 235.60 14.721 0.004 0.597 0.006
5 . . . . 54.15 183.29 14.736 0.004 0.824 0.006
6 . . . . 453.66 688.43 14.889 0.004 0.581 0.006
7 . . . . 1697.89 520.95 15.030 0.004 1.379 0.006
8 . . . . 400.83 97.12 15.045 0.004 0.788 0.006
9 . . . . 893.09 604.51 15.063 0.004 0.073 0.006
10 . . . 98.33 687.16 15.076 0.004 0.076 0.006

NOTE.ÈTable 2 is available in its entirety in the electronic edition of the
Astronomical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its
form and content.



Second parameter is 
age

Ages of classic second-
parameter “pair” M3 &  
M13 differ by 1.7 Gyr 
(Rey et al. 2001)

Seems to hold true for  
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Weiss 2002)
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FIG. 7.È(a) Comparison of our color-magnitude data of M3 (black
Ðlled circles) and M13 (red crosses), using the registration prescription
speciÐed by VBS90. (b) Same as (a), but for the Ðducial sequences. We also
included Yonsei-Yale (Y2) isochrones (Yi et al. 2001) having [Fe/
H] \ [1.66 and [a/Fe] \ 0.3 and ages ranging from 10 to 14 Gyr. Note
the large separation between the M3 and M13 RGBs and slight o†set in
the SGB region.

As shown in the isochrones of Figure 7b, this separation is
partly explained as a real feature if the absolute ages of the
two clusters are as young as 10È12 Gyr. This feature was
also found in the V I CMDs reported by JB98. However,
their CMDs show a larger separation between the SGBs of
the two clusters than ours, relative to the separation of the
RGBs caused by an age di†erence (see Figs. 8 and 9 of
JB98). VandenBerg (2000) found that this is due to the
failure of JB98 to match their data in the TO region and
explained that matching the CMDs at will notV

`0.05produce a superposition of the cluster TOs if the MS loci
have di†erent slopes.

In Figure 7, we also see that the TO of M13 is slightly
brighter than that of M3 after the cluster Ðducials have been
registered following the VBS90 method. Following the
recommended procedures of VandenBerg (2000, see his
footnote 3), we therefore shifted our M13 Ðducial vertically
until the di†erences between the two clusters were mini-
mized at the two points that were 0.05 mag redder than the
TO (i.e., both above and below the TO). The M13 sequence
has been shifted fainter and bluer by 0.06 mag and 0.001
mag, respectively. In Figure 8, we present our M3 and M13
Ðducial sequences and individual color-magnitude data,
after the TOs of both clusters are made to coincide with
each other, along with the same isochrones shown in Figure
7b. It should be noted that there is still a sufficiently large

FIG. 8.ÈSame as Fig. 7, but after the M13 sequence has been shifted in
order to make the TOs of both clusters coincide with each other (see text).
Note that there is still a sufficiently large separation between the M3 and
M13 RGBs, implying a true age di†erence.
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FIG. 9.ÈHB morphology vs. [Fe/H] relations for GGCs with theoreti-
cal isochrones that were produced by synthetic HB models (cluster data
from Table 1 of LDZ94). Our new HB models with the e†ects of recent
developments (b) are more sensitive to age compared with our earlier
models (a). Here *t \ 0 corresponds to the mean age of the inner halo

kpc) clusters, and the relative ages are in gigayears. Note that(RGC \ 8
with our new HB models age di†erences of about 1È2 Gyr are now enough
to explain the observed di†erences in HB morphology between M3 and
M13.

dating from MSTO photometry and/or additional age dif-
ference (D0.7 Gyr) due to the possible di†erence of [O/Fe]
between two clusters (see footnote 4). This suggests that the
di†erence in age between M3 and M13 inferred from their
MSTOs can account for most of the di†erence in the HB
distribution between the two clusters. Hence, age appears to
be predominantly responsible for the second-parameter
e†ect in the M3/M13 pair despite the current uncertainty
about the origin of M13Ïs blue HB extension (see ° 6 for
discussion).

6. DISCUSSION

Although the presence of a blue tail on the HB has only a
mild impact on the relative age dating from HB morphol-

ogy, it is still important to understand the origin of this
e†ect in order to use the HB as a more reliable age indica-
tor. The blue tail phenomenon is widely considered to be a
result of local e†ects, such as enhanced mass loss in high-
density environments. Buonanno et al. (1997) examined the
role of stellar density in the morphology of the HB and
suggested that clusters with higher central densities are
more likely to populate the bluest extremes of the HB (see
also Fusi Pecci et al. 1993). However, the correlation
between stellar density and HB morphology is rather weak
with large scatter and/or limited to a small fraction of GCs
within an intermediate metallicity range (LDZ94 ; Saraje-
dini et al. 1997). Note that the central densities (log o \ 3.51
vs. 3.33 ; Harris 1996) and concentration (c \ log r

t
/r

c
\

1.84 vs. 1.51 ; Harris 1996) parameters for M3 and M13 are
very similar despite their apparent di†erence in on thep

MHB. Furthermore, as suggested by LDZ94, there is also no
clear evidence that the variation of HB morphology with
Galactocentric distance is related to central densities(RGC)
of GCs.

It is also suggested that some noncanonical e†ects in the
stellar interior, such as rapid rotation and deep mixing,
would make a star both bluer and brighter on the HB and
are thus related to the presence of blue tails (Mengel &
Gross 1976 ; Kraft et al. 1993, 1997 ; Kraft 1994 ; Peterson,
Rood, & Crocker 1995 ; Langer & Ho†mann 1995 ; Swei-
gart 1997a, 1997b ; Cavallo & Nagar 2000). However, the
predicted increase in the rotation velocity with e†ective
temperature along the HB has not been conÐrmed from the
recent high-resolution spectroscopy of blue HB stars of
M13 (Behr et al. 2000). On the other hand, Behr et al. (1999)
reported that in the hotter HB stars of M13 helium is
underabundant, while iron and other metals are enhanced.
It is suggested that these abundance anomalies are most
likely due to the di†usion e†ects in the radiative atmo-
spheres. Similarly, a number of interesting phenomena have
recently been reported to occur in blue HB stars around a
temperature of 11,000 K; these include a gap (i.e., G1 gap) in
the HB distribution (Ferraro et al. 1998 ; Piotto et al. 1999 ;
Caloi 1999), a jump in the u magnitudes and theStro" mgren
onset of radiative levitation (Grundahl et al. 1998, 1999),
and a shift to lower surface gravities (Moehler et al. 1999,
2000). All these phenomena suggest that the blue tail feature
may be related to the disappearance of surface convection
and the formation of a radiative stellar atmosphere followed
by radiative levitation of heavy elements and helium di†u-
sion for stars hotter than about 11,000 K (Sweigart 2001 ;
Moehler et al. 1999). From the theoretical point of view, it is
probably possible that the levitation of heavy elements
along with helium di†usion would push the blue HB stars
to even hotter values on the HR diagram, creating theTeffblue tail. If this is conÐrmed by detailed modeling, the blue
tail phenomenon may not be considered as adding noise to
the second-parameter e†ect, since it is then rather a general
feature of extremely blue HB clusters. In this case, a more
reasonable relative age would be estimated from the HB
morphology by ignoring the blue tail, since radiative levi-
tation and di†usion e†ects are not included in our standard
HB models (i.e., Fig. 10).

7. SUMMARY

We present new high-quality V , B[V CMDs for the
GGCs M3 and M13, constructed from wide-Ðeld, deep
CCD photometry obtained during the same nights with the
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Fig. 10. Relationship between age differences ∆(t) and nor-
malized HB type for clusters in the [Fe/H] ranges (on the CG97
scale) indicated in the three panels. See text for details.

Fig. 11. As in Fig. 10 but considering the ZW84 [Fe/H] scale.
See text for details

by the whole sample, we use them to determine the vari-
ation of HBtype with respect to [Fe/H], at constant age.
The entire sample has then been divided into different
metallicity bins, specified in Figs. 10 and 11. For the most
metal poor bin the average age of the sample has been sub-
tracted from the individual cluster ages; in case of the two
most metal rich bins, the average age of their combined

sample has been subtracted from the individual values.
These normalized individual ages are denoted as ∆(t). To
remove the influence of the first parameter ([Fe/H]), in
addition, a reference [Fe/H] has been selected for each
range, and the individual values of HBtype (taken from
Harris 1996 and displayed in Table 1) have been corrected
using the derivative ∆HBtype/∆ [Fe/H] (determined from
the previously mentioned coeval samples) and considering
the difference between the actual cluster [Fe/H] value and
the reference one. By plotting ∆(t) as function of HB∗

type,
that is, the observed HB type normalized to the reference
[Fe/H] value, one should in principle be able to isolate
an hypothetical correlation between age differences and
HB colour differences, independent of the effect of [Fe/H]
variations among clusters. The reference [Fe/H] values are,
respectively, [Fe/H] = −1.75 and −1.1 for the CG97 scale,
and [Fe/H] = −2.0 and −1.3 for the ZW84 one. We did
not correct the HB type for the most metal rich cluster
groups in Figs. 10 and 11, since the value of HBtype sat-
urates and does not provide useful information about a
possible correlation with age.

The upper panels of both Figs. 10 and 11 display
[Fe/H] ranges where our F-test analysis did not detect
a significant age spread compared to the errors in the
age estimates. In these ranges there is some spread in HB
type but no significant correlation with age is found. In
the middle panels the F-test analysis detected significant
age spreads and also a statistically significant correlation
with HB type is found. The bottom panels display clusters
showing an age spread but their in this [Fe/H] range the
HBtype parameter saturates and no relevant information
can be deduced.

5. Summary

We have determined absolute and relative ages for a large
sample of globular clusters, using new and homogeneous
photometric data, mostly in V and I. We show that dif-
ferent age determination methods result in very similar
ages, if colour transformations are carefully chosen for
those methods using colour differences. Our preferred AM-
method appears however insensitive to the colour trans-
formations choice. In a few cases, new photometric data
have led to a substantial change in age compared to our
previous works; this source of uncertainty should not be
ignored.

From the analysis of our large sample of 55 Galactic
globular clusters, we have found that:

i) Irrespective of the adopted [Fe/H] scale, the metal
poorer clusters are coeval within ∼1 Gyr, while an age
spread appears at higher metallicites. The onset of the
age spread is at [Fe/H] ∼ −1.2 when using [Fe/H] values
on the CG97 scale, and [Fe/H] ∼ −1.6 if one adopts the
ZW84 scale.

ii) An age-metallicity relationship exists among the
non-coeval clusters. In case of the CG97 scale we find
δt/δ[Fe/H] = −2.4 ± 1.8 Gyr/dex when considering
the complete sample; if we restrict the analysis only to



Two cluster populations?

Zinn (1985) suggested that 
there are two populations 
of globular clusters:

A disk population

[Fe/H]>-0.8, lying close to the 
plane of the disk and rotating 
rapidly (150 km/s)

A spheroid population

[Fe/H]<-0.8, spherically 
distributed, low rotation (60 
km/s), high velocity dispersion 
(110 km/s)
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Kinematics of halo stars

There are many samples to choose from 
when deducing the overall kinematics of the 
halo

globulars (as we’ve just seen)

low-metallicity field red giants

RR Lyrae stars

Results are broadly consistent with <vϕ>=-185 
km/s and (σR, σϕ, ϕz)=(135, 105, 90) km/s



Halo field stars
Kinematic selection

biased towards metal-poor population: disk 
stars contaminate at metal-rich end

Ages of halo field stars hard to measure, 
but consistent with globular clusters

Compositions seem to extend disk trends
-5.5 < [Fe/H] < -1 (?)

[O/Fe] high, plateau at 0.4?

SN Ia unimportant for halo: rapid formation

r-process dominates over s-process at low 
[Fe/H]

     

P1: ARK/vks P2: MBL/plb QC: MBL/tkj T1: MBL
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Figure 3 The trend of oxygen abundance with metallicity. The favored trend is shown in (a), a

compilation of [O I] results: crosses from disk data of Edvardsson et al (1993), filled squares from

Spite & Spite (1991), filled circles from Barbuy (1988), open triangles from Kraft et al (1992)

and Sneden et al (1991), open squares from Shetrone (1996a). (b) shows results from the O I

triplet: crosses (Abia & Rebolo 1989) and filled triangles (Tomkin et al 1992); low S/N results

from ultraviolet OH lines are indicated by open squares (Nissen et al 1994) and open triangles

(Bessell et al 1991). Note the difference in the scale of the ordinate between (a) and (b).
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Figure 10 (a) The trend of [Ba/Eu] versus [Fe/H] and (b) [La/Eu] versus [Fe/H]: field stars

represented by open boxes (Gratton & Sneden 1994) and triangles (McWilliam et al 1995). Star

symbols represent mean globular cluster values from Brown et al (1992), and filled pentagons

indicate globular clusters from the data of Shetrone (1996a) and Armosky et al (1994). The open

triangle indicates the CH subgiant, CS 22898-027, which is contaminated by s-process material.

Dashed lines indicate the observed solar system r-process ratio (Käppeler et al 1989) and an extreme

s-process value from Malaney (1987).
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both have similar [Ba/Y] values. Perhaps amore important factor is the presence

of a large metallicity dispersion in the disk over most of Galactic history. In

particular, the inhomogeneous chemical evolution models ofWhite &Audouze

(1983) showed that when there is a large dispersion in metallicity, the slopes

for secondary elements can be erased; this is because at any given time the

secondary elements were produced in sources with a large range of metallicity.

Thus, the metallicity dispersion ensured that the [Ba/Y] ratio in the disk was

always close to the average value.

Woolf et al (1995) measured [Eu/Fe] ratios in solar neighborhood F and G

stars with −0.9 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ +0.3. Their results showed increasing [Eu/Fe]
ratioswith decreasing [Fe/H]; this trendwas also reported byMcWilliam&Rich

(1994), although there was some considerable scatter about the mean relation.

The [Eu/Fe] ratios match the trend of increasing α-element abundances with

[Fe/H]; from the [Eu/Fe] trends in the disk and the halo, one would classify Eu

as an α element. Because Eu is a nearly pure r-process element, the observed

trend with metallicity is consistent with the notion that the r-process and α

elements are made in SN II (see Figure 8). For stars more metal-rich than the

Sun, Woolf et al (1995) found subsolar [Eu/Fe] ratios, unlike the [α/Fe] ratios

that remain at the solar value above solar metallicity. The idea proposed by

Maeder (1991) to explain the trend of [O/Fe] with [Fe/H] as due to the onset

of Wolf-Rayet stars would have to affect the [Eu/Fe] ratio in the same way as

Figure 8 The run of the (almost) pure r-process element europium with metallicity for field stars;

indicated by filled circles for the disk (Woolf et al 1995) and in the halo by crosses (Shetrone 1996a)

and filled triangles (Gratton & Sneden 1994). The open stars indicate mean values for the globular

clusters M71, M13, M5, and M92 from Shetrone (1996a).



Ages and composition of 
the Galactic bulge

Big problem with studying the bulge: highly 
extincted

solution: low extinction “windows” like Baade’s 
Window

but: even in BW, AV~1.5 and patchy; foreground 
contaminated by disk; distance unknown (7.0-8.5 
kpc)

or: use NIR; but difficult to calibrate ages and 
compositions, except star-by-star (expensive!)



The age of the bulge
Because of these problems, age of 
the bulge remains controversial

Most careful study so far is by 
Zoccali et al. (2003), who used 
NIR photometry (from the ground 
and space) and modern stellar 
evolution models to determine an 
age of 10 Gyr, same as metal-rich 
bulge globulars

but other estimates range from 7 to 
13 Gyr!

note also that the Zoccali field is not 
in Baade’s Window

950 M. Zoccali et al.: Age and metallicity distribution of the Galactic bulge

5.3. The sampled luminosity-star number connection
The number of stars with mass in the range 0.15 to 1 M! in the
observed SOFI field can be obtained by integrating the bulge
IMF with the appropriate scale factor A:

NPRED = A
∫ 1

0.15
M−1.33dM, (6)

with A ∝ LT (Renzini 1998), where LT is the bolometric lu-
minosity sampled by the SOFI field. For given age, the ratio
A/LT is a weak function of both metallicity and IMF. Its de-
pendence on age is relatively stronger, in fact, from the mod-
els by Maraston (2002), at [M/H] = −0.2 and for IMF slope
of −1.33, A/LT ranges from 0.82 to 1.1 for an age varying
from 10 to 13 Gyr.

The total bolometric luminosity sampled by the SOFI-
LARGE field can be obtained applying the appropriate bolo-
metric corrections to individual stars in the sample. To evaluate
that, we have run the simulation code to obtain the bolo-
metric and monocromatic luminosities of a stellar population
with the observed metallicity distribution, obtaining: LT =
1.39LV = 1.16LI = 0.70LJ = 0.53LH = 0.51LK with the coef-
ficients changing by at most 3% when varying the age from 10
to 13 Gyr. No observational errors were applied in this run.

Using the five monochromatic luminosities with the above
relation and averaging the results we obtain a total luminos-
ity of LT = 177 000 L!, hence NPRED = 380 000 and 510 000,
respectively for 10 and 13 Gyr. These numbers compare with
the 424 000 ± 81 000 stars in the SOFI-LARGE field, the error
in the latter being dominated by the Poisson noise in the num-
ber of objects in the NICMOS field. Predicted and observed
numbers are quite consistent (see also Paper I), since these the-
oretical estimates are expected to be accurate to within ∼10%.

5.4. The M/L ratios
Integrating the IMF from 0.15 to 100 M!, and adopting the
prescription in Paper II for the mass of the stellar remnants
(those above ∼1 M!) one derives the total stellar mass in the
bulge SOFI-LARGE sample. Using the luminosities in the var-
ious bands given above, one then determines the corresponding
M/L ratios. This gives:

M/LV = 3.67

M/LI = 3.25
M/LJ = 1.28

M/LH = 1.00
M/LK = 0.87

with M/LK in very nice agreement with the dynamical value,
M/LK % 1 (Kent 1992).

6. The age of the bulge

Taking advantage of the sharp turnoff region of the decontam-
inated near-IR CMD derived in Sect. 3 we proceed to estimate
the age of the bulge stellar population. As in paper I, we adopt
a differential procedure, comparing the luminosity difference

Fig.23. The bulge and the NGC 6528 CMDs are shown side by side.
The magnitude difference between the HB and the turnoff of in the
bulge CMD (left) is compared with the same quantity for NGC 6528
(right). The CMD for NGC 6528, originally in the NICMOS instru-
mental (m110, m110–m160) plane, has been shifted both in magnitude
and in color in order to match the location of the bulge HB.

between the HB clump and the MS turnoff of the bulge to that
of a globular cluster of similar metallicity.

Figure 23 shows the comparison between the bulge CMD
and that of the cluster NGC 6528, whose metallicity is close to
the average of the bulge. The near-IR CMD of NGC 6528 is
based on the NICMOS photometry obtained by Ortolani et al.
(2001). The magnitude difference between the HB clump and
the turnoff is virtually identical in the two diagrams, as empha-
sized by the two horizontal lines.

This ensures that the difference between the age of the clus-
ter and themean age of the bulge cannot exceed ∼20% (thanks
to the rule of thumb according to which δage/age % δ(∆MHB

TO )
(Renzini 1991).

This confirms and reinforces the conclusion in Paper I that
the bulk of the bulge population and the clusters NGC 6528
and NGC 6553 are coeval. The absence of any appreciable ex-
tension of the bulge main sequence beyond the obvious turnoff
makes it clear that no trace of an intermediate-age population
is detectable in the bulge CMD.

The proper motion decontaminated and differential red-
dening corrected CMD of NGC 6553 (Zoccali et al. 2001a)
and NGC 6528 (Feltzing & Johnson 2002) confirm the results
of Paper I that the HB to TO magnitude difference in these
two bulge clusters is virtually identical to that of the inner
halo clusters NGC 104 (47 Tuc). Figure 23 now shows that
this magnitude difference is essentially identical also for the
bulge field population, strengthening the case for the bulk of the
whole population of the Galactic spheroid (i.e. bulge and halo)
being essentially coeval, though an age difference of ∼20%
(∼2–3 Gyr) either way cannot be excluded.

One aspect of the cluster to bulge CMD comparison still de-
serves some attention. Indeed, the bulge population is affected
by dispersion in both distance and metallicity, while the cluster
stars are chemically homogeneous and all at the same distance
(although affected by some differential reddening). In Fig. 24

M. Zoccali et al.: Age and metallicity distribution of the Galactic bulge 951

Fig.24. 10 Gyr isochrones (Cassisi & Salaris 1997) for the two ex-
tremes of the bulge MD are overplotted on the CMD.

two 10 Gyr isochrones spanning the full metallicity range of the
bulge are overplotted to the bulge CMD, assuming the same
distance and reddening for both of them. This illustrates that
the wider dispersion affecting the bulge CMD (compared to
the HST/NICMOS CMD of NGC 6528) can be well accounted
by the bulge metallicity dispersion, also taking into account the
∼0.13 mag 1-σ dispersion due to the distance distribution along
the line of sight.

According to recent attempts to determine the relative ages
of Galactic globular clusters the bulk of clusters are coeval
within a ±1.5 Gyr uncertainty, with only the most metal rich
ones in the sample appearing to be slightly younger than the
others (Rosenberg et al. 1999; Salaris & Weiss 2002). However,
these studies do not extend to the high-metallicity clusters of
the bulge. For example, Rosenberg et al. assign to 47 Tuc an
age 1.2±1.2 Gyr “younger” than that the bulk of the halo glob-
ular clusters. Salaris & Weiss (2002) assign to the same cluster
an age of 10.7 ± 1.0 Gyr, compared to 11.7 ± 0.8 Gyr for the
prototypical metal poor cluster NGC 7078 (M 15). On the other
hand, Ortolani et al. (2001) date NGC 6528 at 13 ± 3 Gyr from
the value of ∆JHB

TO .
It is clear that, within the uncertainties of the currently

available data and dating methods, no appreciable age differ-
ence has been unambiguously detected between the bulk of
bulge field stars and the globular clusters of either the bulge
or the halo. On the other hand, the absolute age of the clus-
ters remain more uncertain than the formal error bars sometime
quoted by individual authors. Just to mention one example, the
age of the globular cluster 47 Tuc has been recently estimated
to be 12.5 ± 2 (Carretta et al. 2000), 13 ± 2.5 Gyr (Zoccali et al.
2001b), and 10.7 ± 1.0 Gyr (Salaris & Weiss 2002), the differ-
ence being partly due to a difference in the cluster distance and
partly to the use of different sets of models.

Fig.25. Comparison of the bulge CMD with two younger isochrones
of 3 (left panel) and 5 Gyr (right panel). Two models are plotted
in each panel, both referring to the same age. The reddest curve in
each panel is for solar metallicity, while the one on the blue side is
for [M/H] = −1.3.

Significantly younger ages can be excluded, as shown in
Fig. 25, where 3 and 5 Gyr isochrones of both solar and
[M/H] = −1.3 metallicity are overplotted on the bulge CMD.
After the submission of this paper, during the refereing process,
we became aware of the paper by Cole & Weinberg (2002), in
which the Authors argue that the bulk of the stellar population
of the Galactic “bar” formed less than 6 Gyr ago, with an age of
∼3 Gyr being favored. As they state “the main sequence turnoff
of a 3 Gyr old population should be readily traceable along the
Galactic bar from V ≈ 17 at the near end to V ≈ 19 at the far
end”. Note that the Galactic component called “bar” in Cole &
Weinberg (2002) has a mass of 2×1010 M% and therefore is not
a minor component, but rather the whole population of the sys-
tem called here “the bulge”. As evident from Fig. 26, no such
intermediate age population is actually detected in the present
data.

The region in the CMD just above the main sequence
turnoff is so devoid of stars that very few, if any, blue strag-
glers stars (BSS) may be present in the field (see, e.g., Fig. 24).
Among Galactic globular clusters, Ferraro et al. (1995) esti-
mate an average frequency of ∼1 BSS every 103 L% of bolo-
metric light of the parent cluster, but with very large cluster
to cluster variations that are not merely statistical fluctuations.
Scaling from the SOFI-LARGE field, the SOFI-SMALL field
samples ∼177 000/4.6 & 38 000 L%, and one would expect to
recover ∼38 BSSs, if the bulge has the same BSS frequency
as the average globular cluster. Clearly it has not. The bulge
is far less productive of BSSs than a typical globular cluster,
indicative that the cluster environment favors the formation of
binaries with the right separation for producing BSSs. Most
likely this is due to the dynamical processes that are germaine
to the clusters.



Bulge abundances

The overall metallicity 
distribution of the bulge (not 
just BW) appears to be quite 
peaked, with <[Fe/H]>=-0.2

all metallicity distributions 
based on low-resolution 
spectroscopy:

optical (Rich 1989; Sadler et al. 
1996)

NIR (Ramírez et al. 2000)

Ramírez et al. 2000



Detailed bulge 
abundances

Unfortunately, only about 20 
high-resolution spectra of bulge 
stars currently exist (as far as I 
know!) and only 11 are published

Basically, abundances are like 
halo until [Fe/H]=0, then [O/Fe], 
[Ca/Fe] (but not other α-
elements) and r-process 
elements plunge to or below 
solar values

-> rapid star formation to very 
high abundances



Kinematics of the bulge

Complicated by two factors:
Extinction (of course)

Nuclear star cluster
separate dynamical entity

For the bulge itself, low-resolution 
spectroscopy of the sort used for crude 
abundances gives σlos=110±10 km/s (BM10.2)

decreases with radius

bulge is rotating, although velocity is not 
certain



...but there are serious disagreements over 
the shape, direction, pattern speed, and age 
of the bar and its stars...

a still-active field of Galactic astronomy!



From Bland-Hawthorne 
& Freeman (2002), 
“The New Galaxy”

ages and (rough) 
compositions of the 
Galaxy’s dominant 
stellar populations

A summary of the 
Galaxy’s populations

Thin disk Thick disk

Halo


